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ABSTRACT
Influenza A viruses have led several pandemics and epidemics in human history. H7 subtype
influenza mainly infects avian but also humans occasionally. Since the outbreak of H7N9
subtype influenza occurred in China in 2013, this virus is still circulating in domestic poultry and leading several waves of influenza. To prevent influenza, vaccination is an important
strategy. However, influenza virus evolves constantly, but unpredictably. If we would have a
one-to-one cause-mutation relationship, the mutation prediction would be possible. However, many external causes, which led to the mutations in the past, might not leave any trace
due to the change in environments, whereas the current virus might not be subject to the
historically external causes because of evolution. Furthermore, the protein should have the
internal causes, which might be quite unclear and difficult to quantify, to engineer mutations. Indeed, various forces twist proteins into 3-demensional structures, whereas any
perturbation could lead to a mutation. Of various internal causes for mutation, randomness
in protein primary structure should play an important role in mutation. Over years, we have
developed three methods to quantify the randomness within a protein primary structure; thus
we build a relationship between cause, which is randomness in primary structure, and mutations, which are occurrence and non-occurrence of mutation. In this way, the cause-mutation
relationship becomes the problem of classification, which can be solved using logistic regression and neural network. In this study, we apply this model to predict 1) the mutation
positions in H7 hemagglutinins from influenza A virus and 2) the would-be-mutated
amino-acids at predicted positions with the amino-acid mutating probability. The results
show suitability and predictability in such modelling, and pave the way for further development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Influenza viruses have led several pandemics and epidemics in human history [1, 2]. Of various subtypes of influenza A virus, H7 subtype mainly infects avians but also humans occasionally [3]. The first
outbreak of H7 subtype influenza simultaneously infecting poultry and humans occurred in 2003 [4]. In
2013, H7N9 subtype influenza occurred in China [5, 6], and since then H7N9 subtypes influenza virus has
been circulating in domestic poultry and leading several waves of influenza in China [7, 8].
To prevent these constant, but different sized epidemics, vaccination is an important strategy [9].
However, influenza virus evolves constantly, but unpredictably [10]. If the mutations in influenza virus
would be predictable, then vaccination would be more applicable.
Certainly, the best way to predict the mutation is to find the cause for mutation, and then we can
build a one-to-one cause-mutation relationship. Thereafter, we can predict the mutation if the same cause
appears again.
However, this approach might not work well, because 1) many causes, which led mutations in the
past, might not leave any cue to us due to the huge changes in environments; 2) the conditions, under
which the historical causes functioned, might never be known due to the fact that the conditions, which
are defined by modern technique, might be impossible to be determined by the technique in the past; and
3) the current virus might not be subject to the historically external causes, which led the mutations in the
past, because of evolution.
Furthermore, we might consider that there are internal causes within virus, for example, viral proteins, because various forces twist proteins into 3-demensional structures, whereas any perturbation could
lead to a mutation. Of various internal causes for mutation, randomness in protein primary structure
should play an important role in mutation because pure chance is now considered to lie at the very heart
of nature [11]. We could establish a cause-mutation relationship to predict the mutations engineered by
internal randomness if we could define and quantify the randomness within DNA/RNA/protein. Over
years, we have developed three methods to quantify the randomness within a protein primary structure
[12-15]; thus we build a relationship between cause, which is randomness in primary structure, and mutations, which are occurrence and non-occurrence of mutation. In this way, the cause-mutation relationship
becomes the problem of classification, which can be solved using logistic regression and neural network.
With our quantified randomness, we could predict mutations using the cause-mutation relationship,
because we can classify the occurrence and non-occurrence of mutations as unity and zero. Thus we
switch the cause-mutation relationship to the classification problem, which can be solved using either statistical tool such as logistic regression [16, 17] or neural network tool such as perceptron and backpropagation [18].
The hemagglutinin is the major surface antigen of influenza viruses, against which neutralizing antibodies are elicited during virus infection and vaccination [19]. Of 15 subtypes of hemagglutinins, H7 hemaglutnin has its special representative in structure [20]. The domestic pigeons are particularly subject to
H7 hemagglutinin, and infected pigeons can act as mechanical vectors for long-distance transmission [21].
Moreover, it is now considered that H7 contributes the amantadine resistance [22].
In fact, the prediction of mutation should include at least two steps; say, the prediction of mutation
position and the prediction of would-be-mutated amino acids at predicted positions. In this study, we
try to predict 1) the mutation positions in H7 hemagglutinins from influenza A virus and 2) the
would-be-mutated amino-acids at predicted positions with the amino-acid mutating probability.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data and Their Elaboration

170 H7 hemagglutinins from influenza A virus were obtained from the influenza virus resources [23].
The data were grouped according to their sampling places and time for initial inspection. Furthermore, an evolutional relationship was found by means of phylogenetic analysis [24]. Along the phylogenetic tree, the H7 hemagglutinin sequences were clustered into parental relationships, i.e. father and
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2020.138017
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daughter. Such parental relationship marks the difference in H7 hemagglutinin sequences, i.e. mutations
between father and daughter sequences.
Then the data were divided into two groups [25], one group worked as training group with more advanced years before 2000 while the other group worked for the prediction and validation with years after
2000.

Prediction model

Ideally, we hope that the prediction model would function in such a way, that is, we input a protein
sequence into the model, whose output is the predicted mutation position. Naturally we should use the
historical data to train the prediction model.
As we have developed three methods to quantify the randomness within a protein, thus we have at
least three inputs. After numerous attempts, we determine the 3-6-1 feedforward backpropagation neural
network as prediction model (Figure 1), i.e. the first layer contains three neurons corresponding to three
inputs (or three elements of input in neural network terminology), the second layer contains six neurons,
and the last layer contains one neuron corresponding to the target. The transfer functions for three layers
are tan-sigmoid, tan-sigmoid and log-sigmoid, respectively. The training algorithm is the resilient backpropagation, which is the fastest algorithm on pattern recognition [18]. This is because the resilient backpropagation uses the sign of the derivative rather than the magnitude of the derivative to determine the
direction of convergence [26].
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Figure 1. The 3-6-1 feedforward backpropagation neural network. Each square presents a neuron.
IW{1} is the input weights, LW{2, 1} is the layer weights to the second layer from the first layer, and
LW{3, 2} is the layer weights to the third layer from the second layer. b{1}, b{2} and b{3} are the biases related to each neuron at the first, second and third layers, respectively. f is the transfer function.
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Input I—Amino-acid pair predictability

We calculate this random quantification according to the permutation, and we have used it in studying various proteins [12-15]. In general, this quantification is very sensitive to the change in neighbouring
amino acids, and answers why a type of amino acid is adjacent to a certain type of amino acid but not to
the others. Besides, the reason for using amino-acid pair is that a good signature pattern of a protein must
be as short as possible, but the conserved sequence is not longer than four or five residues [27], and we had
used three-amino-acid, four-amino-acid, and five-amino acid sequences in our earliest studies, and found
the amino-acid pair best suitable.
The simplest calculations are as follows. According to permutation, for example, there are 52 glycines
(G) and 45 isoleucines (I) in the hemagglutinin, strain A/mallard/Sweden/85/02(H7N7), accession number
AY999979, the frequency of amino-acid pair “GI” is 4 (51/560 × 45/559 × 559 = 4.0982), that is, the “GI”
would appear four times in this hemagglutinin. Actually we do find 4 “GI”, so the amino-acid pair “GI” is
predictable and the difference between its actual and predicted frequencies is 0. Again, there are 27 aspartic acids (D) in AY999979 hemagglutinin, and the frequency of random presence of “ID” is 2 (45/560 ×
27/559 × 559 = 2.1696), i.e. there would be two “ID” in the hemagglutinin. But the “ID” appears eight
times in reality, so the difference between its actual and predicted frequency is 6. After such calculations,
each amino-acid pair has its difference between actual and predicted frequencies. As a point mutation is
relevant to a single amino acid, which connects with two neighbouring amino acids except for the terminal
one and constructs two amino-acid pairs, so each amino acid has the sum of difference between actual and
predicted frequencies in two neighbouring amino-acid pairs.
Input II—Amino-acid distribution probability
We calculate this random quantification according to the occupancy of subpopulations and partitions
[28], and we have used it [12-15]. In general, this quantification is mainly subject to any change in the position of amino acid, and answers why the majority of amino acids cluster in some regions rather than
homogenously distribute along the primary structure of a protein.
The quantification is developed along such thought, for example, there are two methionines (M)
among 141 amino acids in human hemoglobin α-chain. With regard to their random distribution, our intuition may suggest that there would be one M in the first half of the chain and another M in the second
half, which is true in real-life case. In fact, there are only three possible distributions of Ms in human hemoglobin α-chain, i.e. 1) both Ms are in the first half, 2) one M is in each half and 3) both Ms are in the
second half. If we do not distinguish either first half or second half but are simply interested in whether
both Ms are in both halves or in any half, we will have the probability of 1/2 for each distribution.
If we are interested in the distribution probability of three amino acids in a protein, we naturally
imagine to group the protein into three parts, and our intuition may suggest that each part contains an
amino acid. If we do not distinguish the first, second and third part, actually there are total three types of
distributions, i.e. 1) three amino acids are in each part, 2) two amino acids are in a part and an amino acid
in another part, and 3) three amino acids are in a part. However, the distribution probabilities are different
for these three types of distributions, say, 0.2222 for 1), 0.6667 for 2) and 0.1111 for 3). Clearly the protein
can only adopt one type of distribution for these three amino acids, which is the actual distribution probability, and we may guess that the distribution 2) is more likely to happen because of its highest probability, which is the predicted distribution probability.
For four amino acids, we will have five distribution probabilities, i.e. 1) each part contains an amino
acid, 2) a part contains two amino acids and two parts contain an amino acid each, 3) two parts contain
two amino acids each, 4) a part contains an amino acid and a part contains three amino acids, and 5) a
part contains four amino acids. Their distribution probabilities are 0.0938 for 1), 0.5625 for 2), 0.1406 for
3), 0.1875 for 4) and 0.0156 for 5). Further, we have seven distributions for five amino acids, we have 11
distributions for six amino acids, we have 15 distributions for seven amino acids, and so on.
So we view the positions of each kind of amino acids in a protein as a distribution, whose probability
can be calculated according to the equation of r!/(q0! × q1! × … × qn!) × r!/(r1! × r2! × … × rn!) × n−r,
where! is the factorial function, r is the number of a kind of amino acid, q is the number of parts with the
same number of amino acids and n is the number of grouped parts in the protein for a kind of amino acid.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2020.138017
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For instance, there are 38 leucines (L) in AY999979 hemagglutinin, whose predicted and actual distribution probabilities are 0.0373 and 0.0071, so the ratio of predicted versus actual distribution probabilities is
5.2535, whose natural logarithm is 1.6589, which is assigned to each L in AY999979 hemagglutinin.
In fact, this distribution probability can be referred to the statistical mechanics, which classifies the
distribution of elementary particles in energy states according to three assumptions of whether or not distinguishing of each particle and energy state, i.e. Maxwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein assumptions [28]. In plain words, this distribution probability is the probability if we would receive seven
letters in a week but the letters distribute randomly.
Input III—Future composition of amino acids
We calculate this random quantification according to the translation probability between RNA
codons and translated amino acids [29]. In general, this quantification is mainly subject to the future mutation trend, and answers what probability an amino acid mutates to another type of amino acid.
This quantification is developed along such line of thought, for example, we are interested in the
amino acid “L” and its mutated amino acids with their mutating probability. As the RNA codons have the
unambiguous relationship with their translated amino acids, we can extend this question to RNA level,
this is, a point mutation in RNA codon leads to the mutation at amino acid level.
The “L” is related to RNA codons UUA, UUG, CUU, CUC, CUA and CUG, the mutation at the first
position of UUA can lead UUA to mutate to AUA, CUA and GUA, which correspond to “L” to mutate to
“I”, “L”, and “V’ at amino acid level. Similarly, the mutation at second position of UUA results in “STOP”,
“STOP”, and “S” at amino acid level, the mutation at the third position of UUA results in “F”, “L” and “F”
at amino acid level. Taken six RNA codons together, “L” would mutate in such a way, say, 6F + 2H + 4I +
18L + 2M + 4P + 2Q + 4R + 2S + 1W + 6V + 3STOP. Thus we have the L mutating probability to these
amino acids, say, 6/54 + 2/54 + 4/54 + 18/54 + 2/54 + 4/54 + 2/54 + 4/54 + 2/54 + 1/54 + 6/54 + 3/54. For
all 20 kinds of amino acids, we have the amino acid mutating probability in Table 1.
For the calculation of future composition of amino acids, we have the following steps: 1) we would
expect that “A” has the 12/36 chance of mutating to “A” (line 2 in Table 1), “R” and “N” have no chance
of mutating to “A” (lines 3 and 4 in Table 1), “D” has 2/18 chance (line 5 in Table 1), “C” has no chance
(line 6 in Table 1), “E” has 2/18 chance, and so on. 2) Meanwhile, AY999979 hemagglutinin has 35 “A”, 30
“R”, 39 “N”, 27 “D”, 16 “C”, 35 “E”, and so on. 3) So we can estimate how many “A” can be mutated using
35 × 12/36 + 30 × 0 + 39 × 0 + 27 × 2/18 + 16 × 0 + 35 × 2/18, and so on. In total, this is the future composition of amino acid “A”. 4) After calculated all 20 kinds of amino acids, “A” contributes 6.4352% of future
composition in hemagglutinin. 5) On the other hand, “A” contributes 6.25% (35/560) of current composition in AY999979 hemagglutinin. 6) Thus, we have the ratio of future versus current compositions, for
example, the ratio of “A” is 1.0296 (6.4352%/6.25%), which can be assigned to each “A” in AY999979 hemagglutinin. 7) In this manner, we have the future compositions for all amino acids.
Target—Occurrence or non-occurrence of mutation
The phylogenetics analyses the evolutionary process of hemagglutinins in question. Along same
branch of the evolutionary tree, we can compare the parent and daughter hemagglutinins, the difference
between them indicates the occurrence of mutation, which we mark as unity, whereas no difference between them indicates the non-occurrence of mutation, which we mark as zero.

Prediction of would-be-mutated amino acids

Currently, we have no explicit idea to build a cause-mutation relationship between an original amino
acid and its mutated amino acids. However, we can make the estimation according to the amino acid mutating probability in Table 1. For instance, if we predict that the mutation position is 237, which houses
amino acid “L”, from Table 1 we know that “L” has the largest chance of mutating to “F” and “V” if we do
not consider the case that “L” mutates to “L”, and then the equal chance of mutating to “I”, “P” and “R”,
and so on. In this manner, we make the prediction.

Software and statistics

The MatLab software [30] is used for the model development and prediction. The outlier (3SD) is detected according to the published method [31]. The calculations of prediction sensitivity, specificity and
total correct rate are according to the published method [32].
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2020.138017
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Table 1. Amino acid mutating probability based on the translation probability between RNA codons
and translated amino acids.
Amino acid

Mutated amino acid with its translation probability

A

12/36A + 2/36D + 2/36E + 4/36G + 4/36P + 4/36S + 4/36T + 4/36V

R

2/54C + 6/54G + 2/54H + 1/54I + 2/54K + 4/54L + 1/54M + 4/54P + 2/54Q + 18/54R +
6/54S + 2/54T + 2/54W + 2/54STOP

N

2/18D + 2/18H + 2/18I + 4/18K + 2/18N + 2/18S + 2/18T + 2/18Y

D

2/18A + 2/18D + 4/18E + 2/18G + 2/18H + 2/18N + 2/18V + 2/18Y

C

2/18C + 2/18F + 2/18G + 2/18R + 4/18S + 2/18W + 2/18Y + 2/18STOP

E

2/18A + 4/18D + 2/18E + 2/18G + 2/18K + 2/18Q + 2/18V + 2/18STOP

Q

2/18E + 4/18H + 2/18K + 2/18L + 2/18P + 2/18Q + 2/18R + 2/18STOP

G

4/36A + 2/36C + 2/36D + 2/36E + 12/36G + 6/36R + 2/36S + 4/36V + 1/36W +
1/36STOP

H

2/18D + 2/18H + 2/18L + 2/18N + 2/18P + 4/18Q + 2/18R + 2/18Y

I

2/27F + 6/27I + 1/27K + 4/27L + 3/27M + 2/27N + 1/27R + 2/27S + 3/27T + 3/27V

L

6/54F + 2/54H + 4/54I + 18/54L + 2/54M + 4/54P + 2/54Q + 4/54R + 2/54S + 1/54W +
6/54V + 3/54STOP

K

2/18E + 1/18I + 2/18K + 1/18M + 4/18N + 2/18Q + 2/18R + 2/18T + 2/18STOP

M

3/9I + 1/9K + 2/9L + 1/9R + 1/9T + 1/9V

F

2/18C + 2/18F + 2/18I + 6/18L + 2/18S + 2/18V + 2/18Y

P

4/36A + 2/36H + 4/36L + 12/36P + 2/36Q + 4/36R + 4/36S + 4/36T

S

4/54A + 4/54C + 2/54F + 2/54G + 2/54I + 2/54L + 2/54N + 4/54P + 6/54R + 14/54S +
6/54T + 1/54W + 2/54Y + 3/54STOP

T

4/36A + 3/36I + 2/36K + 1/36M + 2/36N + 4/36P + 2/36R + 6/36S + 12/36T

W

2/9C + 1/9G + 1/9L + 2/9R + 1/9S + 2/9STOP

Y

2/18C + 2/18D + 2/18F + 2/18H + 2/18N + 2/18S + 2/18Y + 4/18STOP

V

4/36A + 2/36D + 2/36E + 2/36F + 4/36G + 3/36I + 6/36L + 1/36M + 12/36V

STOP

1/27C + 2/27E + 1/27G + 2/27K + 3/27L + 2/27Q + 2/27R + 3/27S + 2/27W + 4/27Y +
4/27STOP

A, alanine; R, arginine; N, asparagine; D, aspartic acid; C, cysteine; E, glutamic acid; Q, glutamine; G, glycine; H, histidine; I, isoleucine; L, leucine; K, lysine; M, methionine; F, phenylalanine; P, proline; S, serine;
T, threonine; W, tryptophan; Y, tyrosine; V, valine.
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2020.138017
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The quantification of parent hemagglutinins leads each parent hemagglutinin to have three numerical
inputs and a binary target in each amino acid, between them is the hidden cause-mutation relationship,
which we hope to use the neural network to enhance the predictability. Table 2 shows a fraction of a parent hemagglutinin after comparing two swine hemagglutinins (AY999979 and AY999980). Thus, we can
use this format of data to train the neural network.
After tried different neural network models with different numbers of layers, neurons, transfer functions, training algorithms, we determine the 3-6-1 feedforward backpropagation neural network as suitable model, the tan-sigmoid, tan-sigmoid and log-sigmoid as suitable transfer functions and the resilient
backpropagation as suitable training algorithm (Figure 1). As no historical data on the initial weights and
biases are available for our neural network, we use the random initialisation function to initiate the neural
network. Although we can raise the question of whether the neural network can converge during its training with a limited number of epochs, the preliminary training shows that the neural network converge
within 250 epochs, even the initial weights and biases were randomly given by the initialisation function.
Hence, we can use the random initialisation function to train the neural network to find the suitable
weights and biases.
Yet, we need to determine whether the neural network can capture the cause-mutation relationship
defined by internal randomness. We can classify the predicted mutation positions as the positives, false
positives, negatives and false negatives when comparing the predicted with the actual mutation positions,
and then use the prediction sensitivity, specificity and total correct rate (Figure 2) to evaluate the prediction performance. As seen, the prediction specificity and total correct rate are quite similar between the
prediction made by neural network and the prediction made by logistic regression, the prediction sensitivity in far better in the prediction made by neural network than the prediction made by logistic regression.
This means that the neural network indeed enhanced the predictability.
After prediction of mutation positions by the neural network, we can predict the would-be-mutated
amino acids at predicted positions with the help of amino acid mutating probability in Table 1. Figure 3
illustrates the two-step frame in prediction of mutation. The solid line in the lower panel is the predicted
mutation probability by the neural network with respect to DQ873807 hemagglutinin and the dash-dotted
line is the cut-off mutation probability of 0.5, beyond which the amino acid risks mutation.
Table 2. Inputs and target of AY999979 hemagglutinin.
Position

Amino acid

1

Input

Target

I

II

III

M

2

0.0000

0.7315

0

…

…

…

…

…

…

164

N

4

2.4350

0.5845

0

165

T

2

0.5596

1.0476

1

166

D

−1

0.5978

0.8992

0

167

N

5

2.4350

0.5845

0

168

A

5

0.1178

1.0296

1

…

…

…

…

…

…

560

I

1

0.3060

0.7420

0
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Figure 2. Prediction sensitivity, specificity and total correct rate between the prediction made
by neural network (unshaded bars) and the prediction made by logistic regression (shaded
bars). The data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 84). The sensitivity is equal to the predicted
positives/the actual mutations (%), the specificity is equal to the predicted negatives/the actual
non-mutations (%), and the total correct rate is equal to (predicted positives + predicted
negatives)/length of hemagglutinin (%).

Figure 3. Prediction of mutation in DQ873807 hemagglutinin. The neural network used the
following weights and biases: IW{1, 1} = [−0.2831 1.2534 −2.9981; −0.0928 −0.0935 −1.4680;
0.2819 0.9855 2.3676], LW{2, 1} = [4.3791 −6.0042 −2.1001; 2.3406 1.6956 2.6433; 46.7964
0.0119 −17.0226; 46.8219 77.5225 746.4238; 2.6449 −5.6936 −2.2864; 0.9433 −1.2682 −0.6735],
LW{3, 2} = [−1.6174 −5.6434 1.6643 4.4668 −1.4110 −2.7877], b{1} = [4.9548 1.4145 −5.4458],
b{2} = [20.9094 −1.1345 1.0613 −14.1254 17.3764 18.4171], b{3} = [−0.5444].
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The predictions in Figure 3 are as follows: 1) there are potential 11 mutations as shown 11 solid vertical lines on x-axis, but only potential 2 mutations have a mutation probability larger than 0.5 while others have the mutation probability equal to 0.2; 2) there are two positions whose mutation probability is
larger than 0.5 are positions 237 and 316, and the amino acids at these two positions are “L”.
If these two “L” at positions 237 and 316 would mutate according to the model prediction, what types
of amino acids will they mutate to? For this question, we refer to Table 1, which probabilistically tells what
amino acids will be mutated.
So “L” at would have a larger chance of occurring of mutation. The upper panel gives the estimation
of would-be-mutated amino acid at the predicted position according to the amino acid mutating probability in Table 1. When looking at the line initiated with “L”, we can find that amino acid “L” has the following probabilities to mutate to other amino acids, i.e. 6/54F + 2/54H + 4/54I + 18/54L + 2/54M + 4/54P +
2/54Q + 4/54R + 2/54S + 1/54W + 6/54V + 3/54STOP, which depicted as a pie according to their portions.
Accordingly, “L” has the great chance to mutate to “F” (6/54 chance).
In this way, we can predict the potential mutation positions with mutated amino acid for each protein
sequence. But we must admit several limitations, which require for improvements in the future. 1) This
prediction is based on the probabilistic model, so the maximal probability suggests the occurrence of mutation, but mutation may randomly occur at a position with low probability and mutate to an amino acid
with low probability. This requires us to examine the database to have an overall concept on the percentages of how many mutations occur with the maximal probability as well as other probabilities and how
many amino acids mutate to amino acids with maximal probability as well as other probabilities. 2) The
current database in fact does not indicate which sequence comes from which sequence, so it is very hard to
verify the limitation in point 1, and verify our predictions.
Currently, we have yet to know how many types of internal power we can define, because nature is
not designed according to our definitions; however randomness deems a representative power of nature.
Among defined internal power, more complicated and difficult is how many types of internal power we
can quantify.
Yet, randomness suggests that the construction of a protein requires the least time and energy, although nature would deliberately spend more time and energy to construct the absolutely necessary
structure. This is identical to the parsimony in nature.
Nevertheless, there are a lot rooms for development of different models to predict the mutations in
DNA/RNA/proteins because these prediction will reveal how they evolved in the past. There are more
rooms for us to improve our predictive methods. Both require more work in the future.
In the past, not many studies were conducted for predictions of different aspects of H7 hemagglutinins, for example, the prediction of conserved B-cell epitopes of hemagglutinin H7 [33]. In fact, this type
of predictions is to predict the conserved amino acid sequences, i.e. a amino acid pattern, whereas our
prediction is not concerning with conserved amino acids but mutated amino acids.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, we show the possibility to predict the mutation in H7 hemagglutinins from influenza A
virus. Actually, the prediction is dynamic because it changes according to the given amino acid sequences
and is weighted by phylogenetic relationship between father-daughter mutation patterns. Nevertheless,
more studies are needed to develop and valid the current method in near future.
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